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comfort—caring little if people really govern themselves or
are governed by a master as long as their material circum-
stances are improved." Nothing of which really amounts to
an original or even consistent philosophy of freedom, however
valuable it may have been as a solvent of Bonapartism.
Laboulaye and Jules Simon are more solid if not more in-
spired personalities, the former in the sphere of pure thought,
the latter in that of action. LaboulayeV writings do not indeed-
convey much of the enthusiasm which his lectures seem to
have awakened ; and when M. Boutmy says that " Laboulaye's
lectures and Prdvost-Paradol's articles were a powerful en-
couragement to a generation that was on the brink of despair " 2
the reference to Paradol is easier to understand than the
other. The best that can be said of Laboulaye is that his
political works form a useful, if unexciting, statement of what
may be called the orthodox Liberal programme of the sixties.
It proclaims the individual liberties of teaching and association
of worship (including Disestablishment), and the political
liberties based on universal suffrage, national education, un-
fettered representation, Cabinet responsibility, a strong but
free Second Chamber, freedom of the Press, decentralization.
To bigger, deeper questions the writer seems blind ; nor indeed
is it possible to expect great insight from one who, studying
the United States of America, forgot to study the political
power of the various States and never grasped the real nature
of the American Senate. He can be dismissed with Michel's
statement that " he renews and democratizes Royer-Collard." 3
On strictly political questions there is nothing very new or
startling in Simon's theory, except perhaps his frank adoption
of the term " radical " to designate the outlook common to
him and to a few advanced Liberals.4 With an occasional vision
1 ^douard de Laboulaye (1811-1893): Professor of Comparative Legisla-
tion in the College de France; Senator, 1875. Chief works: Histoire folitlque
des Stats-Urns (1855), U&at et ses Umites (1863), Le Parti liberal (1871),
Questions camtitutionnelles (i 872).
.    a In his essay, Taine> Severer, Laboulaye, p. 115.
* Op. tit«9 p, 370.
^ Jules-Simon (1814-1896): lecturer, then Professor of Philosophy in the
University of Paris, 1831; member of the National and Legislative assemblies,
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